Occupational Therapy

Advice for patients who will be non-weight bearing
following lower limb surgery
This information leaflet aims to give you some helpful advice on preparing yourself and your
home environment for your discharge from hospital following emergency surgery / planned
surgery where you are non-weight bearing on one leg.
Your consultant has advised you that you are / will be non-weight bearing on your operated
leg. The time varies between patients but is usually between 2 and 6 weeks: your
consultant will advise you on how long you will be non-weight bearing. Over the first 2 to 6
weeks after your operation, you should spend as little time as possible with your leg down.
You can then gradually build up your activity levels, being guided by pain and swelling.
Non-weight bearing means you will not be able to put weight through your operated leg
when walking or moving from one place to another. You will need to hop on your unoperated leg when walking. This will affect many daily activities and can cause fatigue, so it
is a good idea to plan ahead as you will need some support at home.
During your hospital stay you will be seen by a physiotherapist who will advise you on
walking and managing the stairs while non-weight bearing. You may also be referred to an
occupational therapist by another healthcare professional if they or you have any specific
concerns regarding how you will manage at home.
The following is general advice and may not be applicable for everyone:
Walking while non-weight bearing
A physiotherapist will see you and advise you on
hopping. Where appropriate they will teach you how to
hop non-weight bearing with an appropriate walking
aid.
If you are unable to hop with a walking aid you will
need to hire a wheelchair to enable you get around at
home.
If you feel that you will not be able to hop post
operatively please tell a member of the medical team
who will refer you onto the occupational therapist.
Beware of hazards such as pets, slippery floors and
loose rugs that could cause you to trip when hopping.
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Stairs
Where appropriate the physiotherapist will show you how to manage stairs while nonweight bearing. If you are unable to manage the stairs you will need to organise for a bed to
be brought downstairs.
Standing from Chairs, Toilets and Beds
It can be quite difficult to stand from low furniture with the use of only one leg, especially if
your unaffected leg is weak. If you feel that you will struggle with this post operatively it is
advisable to have a chair with arms; your bed is at a good height; and you may require toilet
equipment.
Washing and Dressing
It is important to follow the advice given to you by the medical team with regard to
keeping your wound / dressing dry and, if applicable, the cast.
You will need to complete washing and dressing while sitting. You can either place a chair
in your bathroom to help with strip washing or sit on your toilet to reach the sink.
It may be possible to have a bath or shower if you have a walk in shower with a seat in it or
have a bathboard over the bath; you will need to hire this equipment yourself and purchase
waterproof protection for casts (please see Other Information overleaf for details).
Preparing Drinks and Meals
You will be unable to carry items post op whilst using a walking aid. We recommend that
you organise somewhere in the kitchen where you can sit while preparing drinks and meals;
and to sit and eat. We also advise you to cook extra meals and stock up with freezer food.
Domestic tasks
If you live alone we advise you to stay with someone, or arrange for someone to come in
and help you with household tasks, shopping and looking after pets. A rucksack may be
useful to carry small items. Social services will not provide support with domestic tasks.
Driving
You must not drive until your consultant advises you it is safe to do so. Driving too soon
invalidates your insurance.
Discharge
It is your responsibility to set up your home environment and organise the support you will
need post operatively, do not assume we will provide any help at home.
Equipment / Wheelchair Hire
It is possible to hire most of the equipment mentioned above, from your local Red Cross on
a short-term loan, for a small fee or donation.
Maidenhead/ Marlow/Slough
Bracknell
Ascot

01235 552664
01344 425176
01344 627377

Yateley
Fleet
Farnham

01252 872333
01252 810774
01252 715501
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Other Information
Wheelfreedom – 0800 0258005

Limbo Waterproof protections – 01243 473417
Cinnamon Trust (dog walking) – 01736 757900

Shopmobility Schemes
Maidenhead
01628 543038
Slough
01753 691133
Windsor
01753 622330
Bracknell
01344 861316

Disabled Living Foundation
www.dlf.org.uk
Nottingham Rehab Supplies
www.nrs-uk.co.uk
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Legal Notice
Please remember that this leaflet is intended as general information only. We aim to make the information as
up to date and accurate as possible. Please therefore always check specific advice or any concerns you may
have with your doctor.
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